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https://twitter.com/foomandoonian/status/914838619143188480
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/toomuchdew/11914685765/

“…everything 
you say, or 
think, or do…
is AWESOME!”





“The Russian propaganda model is high-
volume and multichannel, and it disseminates 

messages without regard for the truth. 
It is also rapid, continuous, and repetitive, 
and it lacks commitment to consistency.”

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE198.html

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE198.html
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/37527185@N05/23052841830
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“…the very factors that make the firehose of 
falsehood effective also make it difficult to 
counter. Traditional counter-propaganda 

approaches will likely be inadequate in this 
context.”

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE198.html

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE198.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE198.html


13 rules for 
designing better* 
information 
environments
* for an inherently subjective and incomplete definition of ‘better’



@r4isstatic

1. ‘Two sides to 
every story’ 
doesn’t work.



“Journalism predicated on 
avoiding *perception of bias* is 
often journalism that avoids facts”

Eric Umansky
https://twitter.com/ericuman/status/922267896654565376

https://twitter.com/ericuman/status/922267896654565376
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“[Twitter’s error was that they] 
thought making everyone’s voice 
carry equal weight was the same 
as giving everyone an equal 
voice.”

Evan Hensleigh
https://twitter.com/futuraprime/status/919679075123433473

https://twitter.com/futuraprime/status/919679075123433473
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“Because speech can be 
used to suppress other 
speech, the speech 
maximum is *not* the 
zero-regulation point.”

Yonatan Zungler
https://twitter.com/yonatanzunger/status/914609721696559109

https://extranewsfeed.com/why-calls-for-free-speech-arent-the-same-b19732511351
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@r4isstatic

2. Tolerance is a 
choice, not a 
paradox.





https://twitter.com/DrPhiloponus/status/898428274010767360
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@r4isstatic

3. Attention != 
Value



https://twitter.com/lindseywiebe/status/914849541983227909
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@r4isstatic

4. Life is more 
complex than can 
be summed up in 
a Tweet.



https://twitter.com/MarkHarrisNYC/status/914570166599606273
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@r4isstatic

5. Machine 
learning will not 
save us.



“We need more poetry than data. 
This obsession with data and 
quantities has made us blind to 
our real problems. We 
meticulously count trees, their 
every leave and every vein, while 
the whole forest is on fire.”

Hossein Derakhshan
https://twitter.com/h0d3r/status/966418319472451585
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/lwr/8392723271

“For some people, 
small, beautiful 
events is what life 
is all about!”

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lwr/8392723271
https://www.flickr.com/photos/lwr/8392723271


@r4isstatic

6. Find a way to 
balance agility 
and responsibility.



https://twitter.com/hondanhon/status/910559187884580864

https://twitter.com/hondanhon/status/910559187884580864
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“Hans…Are we the baddies?”



https://twitter.com/hondanhon/status/930437794463281152
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@r4isstatic

7. Remember that 
science is about 
understanding, 
not truth.



“Modern science is based on the Latin 
injunction ignoramus - ‘we do not 
know’. It assumes that we don’t know 
everything. Even more critically, it 
accepts that the things we think we 
know could be proven wrong as we 
gain more knowledge.”

Yuval Noah Harari, Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind (2014)



@r4isstatic

8. Recognise the 
various forms of 
falsehood.



https://shorensteincenter.org/information-disorder-framework-for-research-and-policymaking

Dis-information 
Information that is false 
and deliberately created to 
harm a person, social 
group, organization or 
country.

Mis-information 
Information that is false, 
but not created with the 
intention of causing harm.

Mal-information
Information that is based 
on reality, used to inflict 
harm on a person, 
organization or country.

https://shorensteincenter.org/information-disorder-framework-for-research-and-policymaking
https://shorensteincenter.org/information-disorder-framework-for-research-and-policymaking


https://shorensteincenter.org/information-disorder-framework-for-research-and-policymaking/



@r4isstatic

9. Respect the 
intelligence of 
your users



www.pewinternet.org/2017/09/11/how-people-approach-facts-and-information
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@r4isstatic

10. Respect and 
learn from others 
outside of your 
domain.



https://twitter.com/OddLetters/
status/962426102080618497
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https://twitter.com/livlab/status/908685556716130304
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@r4isstatic

11. Diversity 
matters. Reflect it.



“Wikipedia's neutral point of view (NPOV) policy 
presupposes that it is possible to write from an objective 
perspective. We do not strive to establish a "true" 
account of events, explanation of practices, or definition 
of terms. We do not believe this exists in fandom.

Our intent with Fanlore is to create a space where fans 
can tell their own stories from their own perspective. The 
plural point of view policy asks fans to recognize the 
point of view from which they tell the story, and invites 
those with other, differing points of view to tell their own 
stories about the same events, places, concepts and 
people.”

Plural Point of View, Fanlore Wiki
https://fanlore.org/wiki/Fanlore:Plural_Point_of_View

https://fanlore.org/wiki/Fanlore:Plural_Point_of_View
https://fanlore.org/wiki/Fanlore:Plural_Point_of_View


Ethical Standards:

Truthfulness
Inclusiveness
Harmlessness
Helpfulness

Ethical Standards for Community & Content, Fanlore Wiki, based on G. J. Warnock’s ‘The Object of Morality’ (1971)
https://fanlore.org/wiki/Fanlore:Ethical_Standards_for_Community_%26_Content

Content Standards:

Accuracy
Timeliness

Coverage
Authority

Objectivity

https://fanlore.org/wiki/Fanlore:Ethical_Standards_for_Community_%26_Content
https://fanlore.org/wiki/Fanlore:Ethical_Standards_for_Community_%26_Content


@r4isstatic

12. Design for 
Communities.



“Community management isn’t the 
same as moderation…it’s about 
encouraging, rewarding and 
highlighting the good and the valuable, 
not just disappearing the bad.”

Meg Pickard
https://twitter.com/megpickard/status/912958228471975936
https://twitter.com/megpickard/status/912958503781838848
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“Community design is vastly underrated and 
massively overlooked…different from product 
design and user research though building on both. 

“It's about creating spaces/experiences/tools/
rewards that shape and help users. 
What kind of community do you want?
Design things that will support that.”

Meg Pickard
https://twitter.com/megpickard/status/912954040295809024
https://twitter.com/megpickard/status/912958735546503170
https://twitter.com/megpickard/status/912959238821044224
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“The key to this is finding people who 
play the role of conversational catalyst 
within a group, to welcome 
newcomers, rein in old hands and set 
the tone of the conversation so that it 
can become a community.”

Kevin Marks
http://epeus.blogspot.co.uk/2008/07/here-comes-everybody-tummlers-geishas.html
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@r4isstatic

13. It’s OK to 
change your 
mind.



https://twitter.com/leisa/status/917997599184994304

“There’s nothing peculiar 
about [an opinion piece] 
being next to a contradictory 
or opposing argument on the 
homepage. 

“Life comes at you in a 
variety of different flavours.”

Charles C. W. Cooke, National Review
https://www.nationalreview.com/blog/corner/note-magazines-age-twitter/
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https://twitter.com/APompliano/status/962772932404633602
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In summary…



@r4isstatic

13 rules for designing better information environments

1. ‘Two sides to every story’ 
doesn’t work.

2. Tolerance is a choice, not a 
paradox.

3. Attention != Value.
4. Life is more complex than can 

be summed up in a Tweet.
5. Machine learning will not save 

us.
6. Find a way to balance agility and 

responsibility.

7. Remember that science is about 
understanding, not truth.

8. Recognise the various forms of 
falsehood.

9. Respect the intelligence of your 
users.

10.  Respect and learn from others 
outside of your domain.

11.  Diversity matters. Reflect it.
12.  Design for Communities.
13.  It’s OK to change your mind.



https://twitter.com/wblau/status/
966737239136002049
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@r4isstatic

Thank you.

Slide templates by Alice Bartlett
http://alicebartlett.co.uk/blog/how-to-do-ok-at-slides
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